INSTRUCTIONS AND CARE MANUAL FOR PHOENIX CHAIR
This chair can accommodate up to 200LBS

Carefully remove the chair, canopy and wheels from the box. In the back
of the seat inside the mesh pocket you will find 2 folding arm bars..
Before completely opening the chair, open it partially and add the arm
bars to each side. You will find a washer and nut attached to a bolt. With
a zip tie and a corresponding zip tie on the bars. With a 7/16 wrench
remove them. Attach each arm bar, washer, then nut and tighten. Once
this is done you will not need to remove them again.
OPEN the chair completely and swing the folding arm bar down inserting the knob into the hole on the side of the frame.
Folding arm bars

When folding the chair, unscrew the knobs and lift the arms up toward
the frame, then push forward on the handle to collapse the chair.
That is all there is to it!
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The canopy will need to be attached.
Attach canopy clips on each side of
the frame as shown in picture. If you
decide you would like to remove the
canopy, press down on the canopy
clip to release the lock.
The canopy is designed to move all
the way forward, for protection from
the sun.

The rear wheels are quick release. Push them into each side of the rear axle. To release,
push the button on the wheel and slide the wheel out.

Front Wheel installation : Start by tipping the push chair backward so the fork
assembly is pointing upward. This will make it easier to install the wheel.
The front wheel is the same as a bicycles. Place the tire between the brake pads and
orient your wheel so that the flat sections of the wheel axle align with the slotted metal.
Position the silver lever straight out from the frame as shown. Now tighten the black
knob on the opposite side of the lever until it just starts to become snug tips and push
the wheel so that it seats all the way in the back of the fork tip. Now swing the lever
closed as shown here. If you are unable to swing the lever completely into the locked
position, open it back straight out, loosen the black knob slightly, and close the lever
again.
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To recline the seat back, simply loosen the strap
on each side of the chair. They are located
towards the top in the rear of the chair. Pull the
strap on each side to tighten. That will raise the
seat back to the upright position.

The Harness is adjustable 2 ways. You can remove the clips
from the top and attach them to one of the lower anchor
locations and also the harness itself can be adjusted up or
down for maximum security.
The pelvic strap can be loosened or tightened for passengers
comfort.

Attached to the footrest are straps for each foot. Pull straps apart and
wrap around passengers feet when needed.
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Maintenance
We recommend that you have an experienced dealer perform these maintenance check at least once each year.
Lubrication of these following items is necessary:



Pivot point and cable of hand brake



Pivot point and cable of brake caliper



Front wheel axle



Front wheel quick release lever



Insert in frame for rear wheels



Wheel hub and bearings of rear wheels



Locking bars of folding mechanism



All folding joints of chair



Wheel locks

Check to make sure all of the bolts are tight and that springs are secure on the rear foot brake.
Check fabric seams and straps for fraying and tearing.
Keep pushchair our of the sun and in a dry place when not in use, to prevent mold and mildew.
Check the frame for loose rivets, cracks and wear.

Check to make sure all nuts and bolts are tight on the frame.
Please Note: Assisted Athletes should be secured in the Harness System at ALL times while in their Chair.
We highly RECOMMEND that you put a rust preventative type coating on your wheels, nuts, bolts, brake springs and
brake caliper on your Axiom Racer. These parts can also be maintained by cleaning with a damp cloth and keeping these parts
dry and free from debris.
The tires on your AXIOM chair are a standard 16” bicycle size and have an inner tube. In the event that one of your tires will
not hold air, the inner tube can be replaced and both tires and inner tubes can be found at professional bicycle stores and

most major retailers.

